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When a Vulcan space probe reports that the Ferengi are advancing the people of the planet Megara from a primitive agricultural state to a
sophisticated technological society, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the Starship Enterprise™ are ordered to transport an unlikely passenger to
the system, a ruthless twentieth-century businessman who is now a Federation ambassador. The Ferengi have been changing Megaran
culture, turning a hard working and horoable people into vicious xenophobic killers. But the Ferengi are only hired hands. They have hidden
masters, with plans to use the Magaran people as a powerful weapon against the Federation. Now Picard must find a way to use the talents
of this new ambassador to free the Megarans. But the ambassador is hididng a deadly secret of his own -- a secret that could unleash an
unstoppable destructive force on the Federation.
Even light-years from the Klingon Empire, the Day of Honor remains an occasion of great importance. And sometimes honor is found in the
most unexpected places... B’Elanna Torres has never cared for the Day of Honor. Ashamed of her Klingon heritage, she regards the holiday
as an unwanted reminder of all she has struggled to repress. Besides, something awful always seems to happen to her then. Her bad luck
seems to be running true to form when she and Harry Kim are captured by alien slavers. Imprisoned by the enigmatic Risatti, forced to mine
for deadly radioactive ore, Torres will need all of her strength and cunning to survive—and her honor as well. ™, ®, & © 2014 CBS Studios, Inc.
STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Isolated for centuries, the exotic Dragon Empires finally ready to join the United Federation of Planets. But first the emperor's eldest son must
marry the only daughter of his oldest enemy, bringing to an end decades of civil war. Without the wedding, there can be no peace -- and no
treaty with the Federation. As honored guests of the Dragon Empire, Captain Picard and the crew of the Starship Enterprise™must ensure that
the royal wedding occurs on schedule, despite the Empire's complicated and difficult codes of honor. And Dr. Beverly Crusher finds her
loyalties torn when she wins the confidence of the unusually reluctant bride-to-be. More than just a treaty is at stake, for a vicious race of
alien conquerors will stop at nothing, from assassination to invasion, to keep the Empire out of the Federation. Picard must now use all his
skills to save the Empire...and preserve the Dragon's Honor.
Thirty years before the days of Star Trek: The Next Generation®, Captain Jean-Luc Picard was thrust unexpectedly into command of another
proud vessel: the U.S.S. Stargazer. Surrounded by a crew he doesn't entirely know or trust, the young Picard must answer the challenges of
leadership. While Picard and his senior staff accompany Chief Engineer Simenon to his homeworld of Gnala to undergo a ritual, his second
officer, Victoria Wu, is left in command of the Stargazer. Responding to a distress call from a nearby star system, Wu finds herself in the
middle of a mystery involving a damaged ship and a peculiar interstellar phenomenon—one that threatens to destroy the Stargazer if she can't
learn its secret. Meanwhile, on Gnala, Picard must help his friend undergo the ritual—and find out who is trying to sabotage their chances of
completing it before they're all killed!
From the universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation®! Throughout the Star Trek: New Frontier saga, Mark McHenry, the navigator on the
U.S.S. Excalibur, has demonstrated abilities beyond those of the somewhat odd human being he appears to be. When the inhabitants of an
innocent solar system are confronted by a menace linked to the source of McHenry's powers, his true heritage is revealed at last. Meanwhile,
Zak Kebron is going through a startling change that will leave him both more and less than he was.
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The novel begins after the events of STAR TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.Spock's mother, Amanda Grayson, is dying and
Spock returns to the planet Vulcan where he and Sarek enjoy a rare moment of rapprochement. But just as his wife's illness grows worse,
duty calls Sarek away--once again sowing the seeds of conflict between father and son. Yet soon Sarek and Spock must put aside their
differences and work together to foil a far-reaching plot to destroy the Federation--a plot that Sarek has seen in the making for nearly his
entire career. The epic story will take the crew of the U.S.S. Enterpriseto the heart of the Klingon Empire where Captain Kirk's last surviving
relative has become a pawn in the battle to divide the Federation... and conquer it. With Sarek's help, the crew of the Starship
Enterpriselearns that all is not as it seems. Before they can prevent the Federation's destruction, they must see the face of their hidden
enemy--an enemy more insidious and more dangerous than any they have faced before...
Years before they served together on board the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM, Commander William Riker and ship's counselor Deanna Troi had a
tempestuous love affair on her home planet of Betazed. Now, their passions have cooled and they serve together as friends. Yet the
memories of that time linger and Riker and Troi remain Imzadi - a powerful Betazoid term that describes the enduring bond they still share.
During delicate negotiations with an aggressive race called the Sindareen Deanna Troi mysteriously falls ill and dies. But her death is only the
beginning of the adventure for Commander Riker, an adventure that will take him across time, pit him against one of his closest friends, and
force him to choose between Starfleet's strictest rule and the one he calls Imzadi.
As a young doctor with a beautiful family and a promising medical career, Dr. Leonard McCoy thought he had it all. But when the woman he
loved betrayed him, McCoy fled to Starfleet, hoping to lose his pain in the depths of space. Now, more than forty years later, the
EnterpriseTM and her crew are ordered to transport a group of mediators to the planet Ssan, a world where assassination is a time-honored
tradition, and McCoy is surprised to learn that his ex-wife, now remarried, is one of the mediators. And before he can come to terms with his
conflicted feelings for his former love, she and Captain Kirk are trapped on Susan, and McCoy is caught in an explosive civil war, the only one
with the power to save the woman who once nearly destroyed him.

Captain Jean Luc Picard accepts a courageous mission which he soon finds could be a deadly trap in this Star Trek: The Next
Generation novel. In 1893 a time-traveling Jean-Luc Picard encountered a long-lived alien named Guinan, who was posing as a
human to learn Earth's customs. During this "first encounter," Picard saved Guinan's life, a favor she would never forget. Five
centuries later, Captain Picard, now commander of the Starship Enterprise ™, brought Guinan aboard as the ship's "bartender."
The hope was that her wisdom and inner peace would provide a moral grounding for Picard's crew as they experienced the
dangers of space. Because he hadn't yet made his trip through time, Picard had no knowledge of his nineteenth-century meeting
with Guinan. But he did remember a different first encounter with the mysterious El-Aurian—a tumultuous adventure in which Picard
and Guinan would risk their lives in a maze of interplanetary intrigue, with the future of the known universe at stake. This is the
story of that fateful meeting, and of a Guinan very different from the woman we think we know—a person wracked by pain and
longing, shaken to the roots of her soul. A Guinan who yearns for oblivion.
After two hundred years of civil war the planet Oriana is dying. Most of the surface vegetation is gone, the air is nearlyy
unbreathable, and the people themselves are dying. Now, the two warring factions have finally sat down to talk peace, and
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Captian Picard and the U.S.S. Enterprise™ are sent ot help them negotiate a settlement. Picard, Lt. Worf, and Counsellor Troi
beam down to Oriana, just as the Starship Enterprise is called away on another urgent mission. Alone on the planet, the U.S.S.
Enterprise team learns that htere are people that would rather finish the devastating conflict than talk peace. Suddenly, Picard is
accused of murder nad the delicate negotiations have fallen into the hands of Lt. Worf. Now, Worf and Troi must unravel the truth
and prevent planet-wide disaster, before time runs out for the people of Oriana and the crew of the Starship Enterprise.
When an abandoned space habitat is found within a distant asteroid belt, the Starship Enterprise is sent to investigate. Captain
Kirk and his crew discover an artificial world full of technological marvels -- and unexpected dangers. But wonder and curiosity give
way to fear when the habitat's shifting orbit sends it on a collision course with an inhabited planet within the same solar system.
Now Kirk and Spock must find a way to save the planet without destroying a treasure trove of alien science, and time is running
out...
When the Enterprise answers a distress call and finds a single survivor from an attack by the fierce Borg, the crew little realizes
that the survivor's quest for revenge threatens the entire galaxy
An electrifying thriller from bestselling author Diane Duane set in the Star Trek: The Original Series universe. The sword was the
ultimate symbol of Romulan power, tradition, and pride. It lay in the Senate Chamber of the Romulan Star Empire, revered and
untouched for centuries, until the day Dr. Leonard McCoy was tried for treason—and both were stolen during a daring attack on
Romulus itself. Now, to avenge that insult and save face in the eyes of their deadly enemies, the Empire must recover the sword at
any cost. Their envoys to the Federation demand the return of the sword and the extradition of the Romulan renegades who aided
the Starship Enterprise™ in McCoy’s escape. If diplomacy fails, the Romulans will trap the Klingons™ and the Federation in open
war. In such dangerous times, the Starship Enterprise is assigned the most valuable—and volatile—element of all: the fugitive Ael,
her stolen Bird-of-Prey Bloodwing, and the sword they carry. Ael will undoubtedly attempt to use ship and sword to foil her
enemies and play her hand in the dangerous game that she’s begun. But she will do it all under the watchful eyes of James T.
Kirk, the Federation starship captain who knows her dangerously well...
As James T. Kirk prepares to retire from a long and illustrious Starfleet career, events in a distant part of the Federation draw him
back to a part of the galaxy he had last visited as a young man -- a mysterious world called Faramond whose name takes Kirk on
a journey back to his youth. At sixteen, Kirk is troubled, estranged from his father, and has a bleak future. However, a trip into
space with Kirk's father George and Starfleet legend Captain Robert April changes James Kirk's life forever, when a simple voyage
becomes a deadly trap. Soon Kirk and his father find themselves fighting for their lives against a vicious and powerful enemy.
Before the voyage ends, father and son will face life and death together, and James T. Kirk will get a glimpse of the future and his
own Best Destiny...
Windows On A Lost World While Captain Kirk and a landing party from the Starship Enterprise™ explore the ruins of an ancient
civilization on the uninhabited planet Careta IV, they discover strange devices that appear to be windows.But the mysterious
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windows prove to be more than they seem when Kirk, Chekov, and two security guards enter them and disappear. Suddenly, Kirk
and his team find themselves find themselves trapped in a strange alien enviorment and must fight with all their strength to survive
and keep their sanity. Now Spock must locate his missing comrades and solve the window's ancient mysteries before his captain
and crewmates are lost forever....
Caught in the middle of political unrest on Patria I, Captain Kirk and the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise must fight for their lives
amidst a deadly group of terrorists and the Patrian telepathic police force. Original.

On the planet Nimbus III, a harsh world deep in the neutral zone, the three major powers -- Federation, Klingon, and
Romulan -- attempt a revolutionary cooperative program, jointly developing the planet as an experiment in peace. But
that makes Nimbus III an irresistible target for terrorists, who seize control of the planet, and the Enterprise is sent on a
daring mission of rescue. And soon Kirk and his crew find themselves on a much more dangerous and disturbing journey,
to the center of the galaxy and the forbidden secrets it holds.
Star Trek: Patrian TransgressionSimon and Schuster
The members of the Starship Enterprise™ must find the people responsible for destroying the planet before an entire
civilization dies out. While exploring an unknown region of space, the U.S.S. Enterprise™ encounters a strange nebular
dust. Upon further investigation, they discover a planet called Krantin on which the plant and animal life, as well as the
civilization are dying. A series of explosions and a ship that simply disappears into thin air lead the crew to believe
another group is causing the devastation of the planet. The leader of the planet's society, however, is wary of trusting the
Starship Enterprise™ crewmembers, and has the away team arrested. With time running out, Data must find a way to
save his crewmates or watch as two worlds are destroyed.
No one on the Enterprise can believe that Mr. Spock is gone... As the crew grieves for Mr. Spock, the awesome Genesis
Device, now controlled by the Federation, has transformed an inert nebula into a new planet teeming with life. But
Genesis can also destroy existing worlds. The creators of the Device want it given freely to the Galaxy. But Starfleet
Command fears that it will become a force for evil. And the enemies of the Federation will not rest until they seize it -- as
their most powerful weapon in the battle to conquer the Galaxy!
Seven years ago, Captain Jean-Luc Picard first faced the judgment of the Q Continuum -- a race of beings with God-like
powers over time and space who presumed to gauge humanity's fitness to exist in the galaxy. Seven years ago they
suspended judgment, but now a decision has been reached: The human race will be eliminated, not only in the present,
but throughout time. Humanity will never have existed at all. The only chance to save mankind lies with Captain Picard.
An old enemy has granted him the power to revisit his life as it was seven years before, and to experience his life twentyPage 4/8
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five years in the future. With the help of friendships that span time and space, Picard struggles to defeat the plans of the
Q Continuum. But even as he fights to save the human race from total extinction, he has been set up to be the unwitting
agent of mankind's destruction. In an effort to save humanity, Picard must sacrifice himself and all those he commands
and if their sacrifice fails all mankind is doomed.
The U.S.S. Enterprise™is sent to Patria I to discuss that world's application for federation membership. But Captain Kirk
and his landing party soon discover that the Patrians have a strict system of laws -- laws that are enforced by a telepathic
police force. In the midst of this startling revelation, the crew finds themselves in the middle of Patrias's growing political
unrest. Caught between the Patrian telepathic police force and a deadly group of terrorists, Kirk, Spock and the others
must fight for their lives on a world wher their thoughts make them criminals -- and all crimes are punishable by death.
SPOCK A TRAITOR? There is sabotage aboard the Enterprise, and Spock's investigation leads him into defiance of the
Federation and a bizarre alliance with the Romulan and Klingon Empires against the bloodthirsty Tomarii -- a savage
race for whom war and battle are life itself. Now Spock has been declared a traitor and condemned to the shame of the
Federation's highest security prison. And now Captain James Kirk must face the toughest decision of his command, while
a lifelong friendship and the destiny of the free universe hang in the balance!
One hundred years ago, four crewmembers of the "U.S.S EnterpriseTM crossed the dimensional barrier and found a
mirror image of their own universe, populated by nightmare duplicates of their shipmates. Barely able to escape with their
lives, they returned, thankful that the accident which had brought them there could not be duplicated, or so they thought.
But now the scientists of that empire have found a doorway into our universe. Their plan is to destroy from within, to
replace a Federation Starships with one of their own. Their victims are the crew of the "U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D,
who now find themselves engaged in combat against the most savage enemies they have ever encountered,
themselves.
Celebrate the 40th anniversary of Star Trek: The Motion Picture with this classic movie novelization written by legendary Star Trek creator
Gene Roddenberry! The original five-year mission of the Starship Enterprise to explore strange new worlds and to seek out new life and new
civilizations has ended. Now James T. Kirk, Spock, Dr. McCoy, and the rest of the crew of the Enterprise have separated to follow their own
career paths and different lives. But now, an overwhelming alien threat—one that is ignoring all attempts at communication and annihilating all
opposition in its path—is on a collision course with Earth, the very heart of the United Federation of Planets. And the only vessel that Starfleet
can send in time to intercept this menace is a refitted Enterprise, with her old crew heeding the call to once again boldly go where no one has
gone before….
Discover the beginnings of Klingon’s most sacred holiday in this thrilling entry in the bestselling Star Trek series. Signi Beta is an M-class
planet ideal for farming. The Federation wants it, but the Klingon Empire has the stronger claim. Captain Kirk of the USS Enterprise hates to
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lose the planet, especially to his old adversary, Commander Kor. Their mutual antagonism turns into an uneasy alliance, however, when yet
another alien fleet attacks both the Klingons and the USS Enterprise. Now Kirk and Kor must rely on each other’s honor—or none of them
may survive to wage their war again.
ON THE PLANET MERCAN THERE ARE NO STARS, NO MOON, NO OUTER SPACE... The citizens of Mercan cannot conceive of worlds
beyond their own. Their sun, Mercaniad, is prone to deadly, radioactive flare-ups, and the Mercans have organized their life around the need
to survive The Ordeal -- until a strange visitor appears from out of nowhere... The Enterprise, badly crippled and in desperate need of repairs,
must seek help from a people who cannot believe in its existence. Mercaniad is about to blow, and James Kirk faces an impossible choice: to
attack the sun itself and save his ship and crew -- or let a people live in peace, in the only world they know...
When Quark holds a poker tournament on Deep Space NineTM someone from almost every sentient race -- Klingons, Cardassians,
Romulans, Vulcans, Ferengi -- shows up for what is sure to be the highest-stakes game of all time. But when one player is killed, the stakes
get higher than even these big-money players had counted on. With the station rocked by subspace waves that threaten its destruction,
Commander Sisko and Security Chief Odo must hunt down the killer in time to save the players, a killer who has information that can save
those onboard Deep Space Nine from the invisible enemy they do not even know they face, a killer who holds all the cards...
Starfleet Command has learned that the Cardassians are planning to construct a base on the other side of the wormhole to establish a
presence and claim the rich unexplored territory. Now, it falls to Commander Sisko, Major Kira, and the crew of Deep Space NineTMto set up
a Federation station there immediately. Before Major Kira can deliver the new base, a fanatic from her violent past appears. Kira must
engage in a life and death struggle with an enemy who will stop at nothing to destroy her, as the fate of Bajor, the wormhole, and possibly the
entire Federation hangs in the balance.
Worf and the USS Defiant find themselves in a deadly trap in this suspenseful and white-knuckled thriller in the bestselling Day of Honor
series taking place in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. Dispatched on a secret mission, Commander Worf and the crew of the USS Defiant find
themselves trapped—along with the exiled Klingons who had pledged their loyalty to Worf’s dishonored family—on an alien world threatened
by a global cataclysm. Worf must find a way to save himself and his fellow Klingons and also prevent a bloody massacre that will forever stain
the honor of the Klingon Empire.
The Hidran race and the Klingon Empire have been at each other's throats for seventy years, and Captain Jean-Luc Picard has been asked
to do the near-impossible: take the U.S.S. Enterprise™ to the planet Velex to mediate a treaty that will end the conflict between these two
aggressive species. Things get off to a rocky start -- then turn deadly as the Hidran ambassador mysteriously dies, and kills a Klingon
delegate as a last act of vengence. When Lt.Worf is charged with the ambassador's assassinaton, and Commander Riker and Counselor Troi
are trapped far below the surface of the planet, Captain Picard must not only act to save the Hidranas and Klingons from each other, but to
save his Klingon officer from a hideous death sentence...
Commander Benjamin Sisko is just recovering from the death of his wife when he is assigned command over the former Cardassian, but new
Federation space station, Deep Space NineTM. This space station is strategically located not only because of its orbit about Bajor, but also
because of its proximity to the only known stable wormhole in the galaxy. After meeting the other Bajoran and Starfleet personnel assigned to
the station, including a former Bajoran freedom fighter and a shapeshifter, Sisko finds himself in that very wormhole and in the midst of a
metaphysical experience as the alien inhabitants of the wormhole question the concepts of time and love. Sisko, filled with humanistic hubris,
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begins to explain these experiences, and resolve his painful past.
Volume eight: New aliens, old adversaries, and planetary disasters confront Enterprise. The loyalty of the Bridge crew to Kirk is tested when
Sulu and Chekov, labeled traitors, are helped by Dr. McCoy and Scotty, along with Kirk, Spock, and Klingon commander Kang, to bring the
real traitors to justice. Kirk faces a Dohlman and with Uhura's help everts a war and establishes the true Dohlman on the throne. Kirk is sorely
tested by the joy machine created by a planet seeking unbounded joy if one gives control to the machine. Enterprise and crew, thrown back in
time during military maneuvers, discover their home planet never evolved humans. A landing team must stop a group of Ru determined to
destroy the asteroid that changed the evolutionary line of earth. New comrades come from the future seeking help against the suffocating
control of the Consilium. Enterprise meets new aliens: the Tauteans who nearly destroy themselves in the search for unlimited energy; the
Rimillians facing a civil uprising as one group attempts to re-start their planet's spin; Furies, a dedicated group of new aliens, who threaten
the Klingon Empire; and the yagghorth, a radiation-sensitive alien. Dr. McCoy faces the news of an unknown daughter while Sulu embraces
the daughter he didn't know he fathered. An aging Kirk, called upon to witness the launch of a new hospital ship, which he fears will be
disastrous as it has no captain, finds his fears confirmed. Deciding he doesn't want to grow old and give up adventuring in space, Kirk agrees
to help the planet Chal.
When the planet Bajor is threatened with destruction by the Hive, a planet-consuming alien race, Captain Sisko and Major Kira begin a
desperate mission to penetrate the Hive's defenses and closely guarded secrets. Original.
Ambassadors from all over the Federation have assembled on Deep Space NineTM for a conference that will determine the future of the
planet Bajor. Keeping dozens of ambassadors happy is hard enough, but soon terrorists begin a bombing campaign on the station, and
Commander Sisko's job becomes nearly impossible. Distracted by all of this, he's in no position to deal well with the arrival of a belligerent
Cardassian commander demanding the return of Deep Space Nine to the Cardassian empire, but he must rise to the occasion if his station
and Bajor are to emerge from the crisis intact.
A Flag Full Of Stars It has been eighteen months since the Starship Enterprise completed her historic five-year mission and her legendary
crew has seperated, taking new assignments that span the galaxy. On Earth, Admiral James T. Kirk has married and started a new life as the
Chief of Starfleet operations where he is overseeing the refit of his beloved ship, now commanded by a new Captain -- Willard Decker. Kirk's
only tie to his former crewmates is his Chief of Staff, a young Lieutenant Commander named Kevin Riley. But Kirk's new, quiet life changes
when he meets a scientist named G'dath who is on the brink of perhaps the greatest scientific discovery in a century. G'dath's invention could
mean tremendous strides in Federation technology, or -- in the wrong hands -- the subjugation of countless worlds. When Klingon agents
capture this new technology, Admiral Kirk and Lt. Commander Riley are all that stands between peace and devastation for the entire
Federation.
Fifty years after the massacre of the adults and the disappearance of the children from the Federation outpost of Hamlin, Picard and the
"Enterprise" crew negotiate with the aliens for the return of the children
A rift in the Mirror Universe threats the crew of the Stargazer in this Star Trek: The Next Generation novel. Identical twins Gerda and Idun
Asmund lost their human parents early in life and were raised as warriors on the Klingon homeworld. They were taught to face every danger
shoulder to shoulder—regarding each other as the only certainty in a dangerous and uncertain universe. The Asmunds continued to depend
on each other as helm officer and navigator on the Starship Stargazer, peril and adversity forging a bond between them as strong as
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tritanium. But that bond is tested when a transporter mishap deposits a mysterious visitor on the Stargazer—a beautiful woman from another
universe who resembles Gerda and Idun as closely as they resemble each other. As Captain Jean-Luc Picard pits the Stargazer against a
savage alien species in a gallant attempt to send their visitor home, Gerda comes to suspect the woman of treachery. But she has to
wonder—is she following her Klingon instincts or succumbing to simple jealousy? Gerda needs to find out—before Picard and his crew pay for
their generosity with their lives.
Treva is an isolated human colony on the fringes of known space on the verge of becoming a true interstellar community, a full fledged
menber of the Federation. But now the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM has received a distress signal for Treva is in the throes of a violent revolution, a
revolution led by a merciless warlord who has committed countless atrocities in the name of freedom. Data and Lt. Tasha Yar are dispatched
to investigate. Once they reach Treva, they discover the truth, and any possible solution may be far more complex than a simple rebellion.
Treva's president wants more then Starfleet's good words in her fight against the rebels, she wants their weapons technology. And before the
battle is over, she means to get them. Over Data's and Yar's dead bodies, if necessary.
The crew of the Enterprise must defend a group of colonists against alien attack while helping the settlers unravel the mysteries of their new
world. Original.
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